Non-Fiction
A major influence on civil
rights, anti-colonial, and black
consciousness movements
around the world, Black Skin,
White Masks is the
unsurpassed study of the
black psyche in a white world.
Hailed for its scientific
analysis and poetic grace
when it was first published in
1952, the book remains a
vital force today.

More than a simple do-ityourself guide, this quirky
collection uses run-of-the-mill
household items and easy-tofollow instructions to build
useful devices that are sure to
amaze friends and family
alike!

In the fading town of Rooster,
Texas, all that’s really left is a
service station, a church…and the
Banty House, a long-ago
Depression-era brothel. For more
than seventy-five years, Betsy,
Connie, and Kate Carson have
called their mama’s house a home.
The three eccentric sisters get by
just fine with their homemade
jams and jellies, a little moonshine
on the side, and big hearts always
open to strangers.

Dave Robicheaux #23

Fiction

After finding himself caught
up in one of Louisiana’s
oldest and bloodiest family
rivalries, Detective Dave
Robicheaux must battle the
most terrifying adversary he
has ever encountered: a timetraveling superhuman
assassin.

FBI thriller #24

Colter Shaw #2

This exhilarating FBI thriller
by #1 New York
Times bestselling author
Catherine Coulter finds Savich
and Sherlock confronting two
baffling mysteries.

In pursuit of two young men
accused of terrible hate crimes,
Colter Shaw stumbles upon a
clue to another mystery. In an
effort to save the life of a
young woman--and possibly
others--he travels to the
wilderness of Washington
State to investigate a
mysterious organization.

In the irresistible new novel
from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of All
We Ever
Wanted and Something
Borrowed, a young woman
falls hard for an impossibly
perfect man before he
disappears without a trace. . .

Four young Wall Street rising
stars discover the price of
ambition when an escape
room challenge turns into a
lethal game of revenge.

Anita Blake, vampire
hunter #27

The electrifying number
one New York Times bestselling authors of An
Anonymous Girl and The Wife
Between Us return with a
brand new novel of
psychological suspense.

A brutal murder, a suspect in
jail, and an execution
planned, but what if the
wrong person is about to be
killed?

Ryder Creed #6
Secrets are exposed and
Ryder Creed's life hangs in
the balance in the riveting
sixth installment of the
award-winning Alex Kava
Ryder Creed K-9 mysteries.

Welcome to the escape room.
Your goal is simple. Get out
alive.

Two best friends jump-start
their lives in a summer that
will change them forever…
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From the author of The Art of
Inheriting Secrets comes an
emotional new tale of two
sisters, an ocean of lies, and a
search for the truth.

A computer genius pulls off
her greatest hack yet -- and
her skill might just get her
killed.

Her sister has been dead for
fifteen years when she sees
her on the TV news…

A missing patient is a hospital
ward's worst nightmare -until even more disappear.

Daniel Pitt #3

Life is over in an instant for
sixteen-year-old Finn Miller
when a devastating car
accident tumbles her and ten
others over the side of a
mountain. Suspended
between worlds, she watches
helplessly as those she loves
struggle to survive.

Will Trent #10

Vine witch #1

In this spellbinding tale from
Danielle Steel, a princess is
sent away to safety during
World War II, where she falls
in love, and is lost forever.

A young witch emerges from
a curse to find her world
upended in this gripping
fantasy of betrayal,
vengeance, and self-discovery
set in turn-of-the-century
France.

Two fiery deaths have young
lawyer Daniel Pitt and his
scientist friend Miriam Fford
Croft racing to solve a
forensic crisis in this explosive
new novel from New York
Times bestselling author Anne
Perry.

Investigating the killing of a
prisoner during a riot inside a
state penitentiary, GBI
investigator Will Trent is
confronted with disturbing
information.
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Kindle County #11

Stone Barrington #54

In this explosive legal thriller
from New York
Times bestselling author Scott
Turow, two formidable men
collide: a celebrated criminal
defense lawyer at the end of
his career and his lifelong
friend, a renowned doctor
accused of murder.

From the bustling streets of New
York City to the sun-drenched
shores of Key West, Stone
intends to nab the criminals that
appear behind him at every step.
But his search only leads him
further down a trail of peril and
corruption, and he'll soon find
that at the end of the road is a
more dangerous foe than he
could have imagined...

Large Print
In six intense short novels
connected by the themes of
crime, corruption, vengeance,
justice, loss, betrayal, guilt
and redemption, Broken is #1
international bestseller Don
Winslow at his nerveshattering, heart-stopping,
heartbreaking best.
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